We describe an interactive computational tool, GENEVIEW, that allows the scientist to retrieve, analyze, display and exchange genetic information.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to rapidly sequence DNA has resulted in a virtual explosion of genetic information. This information is being stored and managed by national and international resources, including the GenBank Genetic Sequence Data Bank (1).
The information contained in several of these resources has been integrated into DNACE (2) .
Computerized manipulation, analysis and display can significantly enhance the value of the information contained in these resources. Genetic information generated by our research efforts also has enhanced value when computerized information management tools are applied. GENEVIEW is a genetic information management tool developed to permit the retrieval, analysis and
The DNACE data bus is described for use within the Molecular Biology Coaputing Community. An executable image of 6ENEVIEW is available by contacting the authors. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

HARDWARE
GENEVIEW is implemented on a VAX 11/780 with VMS version 3.6 operating system. Primary data is received on a monthly basis as a VAX tape from the GenBank resource or is generated as Figure 3 . Overview of GENVIEW utilities.
procedures included with the operating system; it calls no other software packages and may stand alone from DNACE.
GENBVIEW data file format meets the specifications of the DNACE data bus. The DNACE data bus is described in Figures 1 and 2.
RE8DLT8 GENEVIEW utilities permit the extraction and reformatting of DNA sequence, the computation of restriction maps, the computation of genetic maps, and permit the merger of restriction and genetic maps of GenBank loci for storage and display ( figure 3) .
These maps are stored as files and are fully integrated into DNACE. Figure 4 . Sample of alphanumeric GENEVIEW display. User is notified if space cannot be found for display of information; information is stored for zoom display. Zoom permits resolution of congested information.
OENEVIEW provides a linear alphanumeric display of the information contained in map files. Map files, stored in the DNACE data bus format, contain the map title, the total number of bases in the map, the number, names and locations of restriction sites, the names, locations and orientation of landmarks, descriptive text, and the base sequence. GENEVIEW checks the data file and notifies the researcher of any errors. GENEVIEW tests and compensates for overlapping sites and landmarks.
GENEVIEW display is similar to the previously described display of ANPLASHAP (4) . GENEVIEW divides the terminal screen into several windows (figure 4). The upper window is dedicated to the display of maps or text. The lower, smaller portion of the screen is divided into an interactive dialogue window and a program state window.
DNA is displayed at the map level as a horizontal line across the center of the screen. Base sequence is displayed if the viewing region is eighty bases or less.
Sites (equivalent to GenBank sites) are displayed as labeled hatch marks above the DNA line. Overlapping sites share hatch mark positioning and are stacked "up" the screen as they are encountered along the sequence.
Landmarks (equivalent to GenBank features) are displayed as horizontal labels below the DNA line, and are delimited and oriented by arrowheads. Overlapping landmarks are stacked "down" the screen. Landmarks that cross the origin are interrupted and wrap around from one edge of the screen to the other.
The connected ends of the interrupted landmark are delimited by "+•• signs.
Directions and requests for information, as well as the commands entered by the scientist, are displayed in the dialogue window at the bottom of the screen.
The program state is displayed in a third area at the bottom of the screen. GENEVIETr is a software tool that permits extraction, analysis, storage, retrieval, display and exchange of genetic information. The primary information may originate in GenBank or as the output from modules in DNACE. GENEVIEW generates genetic and restriction map data from the primary information. Map data is stored in the format of the DNACE data bus.
Members of the molecular biology computing community have expressed an interest in the simplicity and portability of data storage formats utilized by previously described DNACE software (3,4) .
The simple free-format ASCII data file structure appealed to groups wishing to electronically share genetic information in a software independent fashion. The DNACE data bus accommodates storage of the most frequently used genetic data types and is interpretable by most programming languages, and, therefore, could be utilized as a universal genetic data exchange format. The DNACE data bus will be the convention for the future development of DNACE software.
The use of this convention by others may increase the possibility of developing integrated systems in the molecular biology computing community.
